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ASB Senate meets -finally
By Ray Byers
' The ASB Senate at its meeting,
May 24, was able to consider
several subjects, but had to send
as many issues to committee, in
an attempt to get through all
items on the agenda.
The meeting was hampered,
again, by the lack of a quorum.
Senate meetings, which are
scheduled for 7 a.m., was called
to order at 7:54 a.m., when a
quorum was finally obtained. As
a result of the late start, seven
items on the agenda had to be
deferred until a later meeting.
Rushing through the agenda, the

Senate approved the transfer of
$250 from unallocated funds to
the Travel and Conference Ac
count to pay for the travel by ASB
officials.
A revenue account was
established to deposit money for
the ASB Transition Luncheon,
June 3. Money deposited in this
account will be the funds
collected from individuals at
tending the luncheon, who wish to
bring friends or relatives with
Lhem.
The Senate voted to recognize
the Drama Department after
Amanda Rudisill, associate

professor in the Drama Depart
ment, appeared before the Senate
to make an impassioned appeal
that the body recognize the
Drama Department as an eligible
function to receive funds from the
ASB Treasury.
Rudisill said with the move
into the new Fine Arts Building,
the department should be ex
panding the number of student
productions and are of the
opinion that they will need ap
proximately three times as much
money as they have had in the
past to accomplish this.
"We'll take anything we're
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'Roots' author speaks
"Roots" author Alex Haley
made his first Southern
California public speaking
engagement at Cal Poly,
Pomona, Friday night. May 27.
After being introduced to a
standing ovation, he spent the
next hour telling the au^ence —
of about 650 — how he came to
write his best selling novel. His
talk was followed by a short
session where he answered
previously selected questions
from the audience. Having been
interrupted several times by
applause, his appearance ended
with another standing ovation.
He was then quickly whisked
away in a car to avoid the scores
of people who rushed from the
audience to get his autograph on
ccq)ies of the book.
Haley began by talking of how,
as a child, he would listen to his
grandmother and other family
elders talk about his ancestors:
Tom Murray, the blacksmith;
Chicken George, the cock
trainer; and Kunta Kinte, who
was always referred to as "the
African."
As Haley put it: "They spoke of
the other people kind as if they
were people likeanyone else. And
somehow when they would speak
of the African, it was with a little
mysticism attached to him."
He went on to discuss his life in
the Coast Guard, which he served
in for 20 years. His writing career
began during World War II, while
Haley served as a cook aboard an
ammunition ship in the South
Pacific. He would write scores of
letters to everyone he knew,
simply to relieve the boredom.
He soon became notorious as a
prolific letter writer.
It was then that his buddies
would graduaUy come to him for
help in writing love letters' to
their girls on shore. His help grew
until he had a professional-like
service complete with a file of
three-by-five index cards, where
he recorded information about
each of the girls. The sailors
would line up in the mess room to
wait to be interviewed by Haley
about the girl and what they
wanted to say to her.
This gave Haley an opportunity
to turn a grandiose phrase now
and then.
"I'd get in a fit of creativity,"
Haley said, "and come up with

something like, 'Your hair is like
the moonlight reflecting on the
rippling waves,' and things like
that."
"I can tell you f<r the rest of
World War II, I never fought a
soul. All I did was write love
letters."
After retiring from the Coast
Guard, Haley moved to Green
wich vnrage lu slai t lils uai eei as
a writer. Among other things, he
did interviews for Playboy
magazine.
; He went on to spend two years
on a book about Malcolm X.
Haley related how Malcolm X

insisted
on
reading
the
manuscript before it was
published, because, as Malcolm
X said, "I don't think Iwill live to
read this in print." That was two
weeks before he was shot to
death.
Haley then began searching for
another project. He started
remembering the childhood
HIWIM Of "tM AW<?an'» and
began informally exploring his
family tree.
Then, one day, for no particular
reason, Haley said, he visited the
National
Archives
in
Washington D.C. and began

Author Alex Haley eyes a listener at Cal Poly, Pomona

.

.

given," Rudisill said.
With the new facilities and the
possibilities
being
made
available to them, Rudisill said
the Drama Department hopes,
that with a little help new, in the
future the department can
become a viable entity with the
receipts obtained from ad
missions.
Being pressed for time, the
Senate sent the following agenda
'items to the Appropriations
Committee for review and a
report to the Senate at a later
dale:
V — A request from Jim Tucker,

Veterans Affairs co-ordinator, to
allocate approximately $1,300, on
a temporary basis, for loans to
veterans attending school during
the Summer Sessions.
Tucker explained that loans
may be necessary for some
veterans due to the change in the
Veterans
Administrations
procedure of paying veterans at
the completion of the school
month, instead of at the begin
ning.
— Arequestfrom the PawPrint
for the purchase of equipment
and supplies needed to equip the
PawPrint Office in the Student
Union Building. Sydneye MoserJames, next year's editor, will
meet with the Appropriations and
Furnishings Committees to work
out ihe details of the request.
— A request by the Junior Class for $1,500, to sponsor a barbecue
for the l^nior Class, June 17,
which will be catered by the
school cafeteria. Paul Martinez,
who made the request, said they
expected approximately 400
people to attend the affair.

Cal Poly
looking through the 187U census
for Alamance County, North
Carolina. It was the first census
following the Civil War and the
first one listing black people by
name. After a while, he grew
bored, and started to leave the
building. On the way out,
however, be glanced into a
reading room, where he saw
people hunched over docuroento,
reading intently, Haley said.
"A thought came into my head,
just involuntarily, 'These people
are trying to find out who they
are.' " he said.
Haley said he walked back to

ihe microfilm room, and after
about an hour, found the name of
Tom Murray, his great grand
father.
Thus began the nine years of
research and three years of
writing which led to "Roots."
During the talk, Haley made no
mention of recent criticism of
"Roots" about its historical
accuracy. One critic, for
example, said that in 1760, the
village of Juffure, where the
story begins, was not the peaceful
place Haley portrays it as, but
was itself involved in the slave
^ ' tCwHlmiedlepeeeW'

staff photo by Kerry Kuoelman
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Creative Arts building hosts first production
An unusual music production
will initiate the recital hall in the
new Creative Arts Building
Saturday and Sunday, June 4 and
5.
"Four Saints in Three Acts,"
music by Virgil Thomson and
libretto by Gertrude Stein, will be
presented by the Concert Choir

and Chamber Orchestra at 8 p.m.
in the recital hall.
The oratorio version of the
unusual opera will be directed by
Dr. Ridiard Saylor, {x-ofessor of
music.
"Thomson's music for the
opera consists of a parody of so
many musical conventions it

'Crossfire' shown in Library
Described in the Los Angeles
Times as "a timelessly powerful
indictment of bigotry," this
week's
library
movie,
"Crossfire," was nominated for
Academy Awards for best pic
ture, best screenplay and best
supporting actress. Its in>oducer,
Adrian Scott, and director,
Edward Dmytryk, were to
become members of
the
Hollywood Ten during hearings
by tiie
House Committee on
UnAmerican Activities. They
were imprisoned for refusing to
answer questions about Com
munist party membership.
"Crossfire" itself is about the
murder of a young Jewish soldier
by one of his fellow soldiers

during a drunken quarrd. The
wrong man (Gary Cooper) is
accused. Ano^er soldier (Robert,
Mitchum) works to exonerate
Cooper and nailthe guilty person,
Robert Ryan, who brilliantly
portrays a raving Jew hater.
"Crossfire" was adopted from
Richard Erodes' novel, "The
Brick Foxhole."It is notedfor the
superb quality of its camerawork
and its ability to evoke a vivid
atmos{diere of dark, slick city
streets full of crime and
corruption.
The movie will show in the
library's fourth floor Music„
Listening at 1 p.m. on Wed
nesday, June 1. Food and
beverage restrictions are lifted.

High school writers awarded
Three high school students
were awarded first prizes at the
recent Cal State, San Bernardino
writing conference.
Top prize in the poetry
category was awarded to Nurt
Cottrell of Victor Senior High

School, Victorville. Sharing the
Lop award in fiction were Anne
Frost of Ramona High School and
Debbte* Chrini of Upland High
School.
Judging was by members of the
Cal State EngU^ faculty.

would be difficult to list them.
And similarly, Stein parodies the
conventions of language," Saylor
says.
"One continually recognizes
sounds and musical gestures that
seem right, but occur in the
wrong ]^ace — like a real object
in a real setting but where it does
not belong.
"Hymn tunes, opera-like arias,
cabaret music, all set to unex
pected word patterns, delude us
into thinking we are hearing
something that makes s^se,"
says Dr. Saylor who believes
lliomson's music has a sim
plicity and immediate ai^^
that is difficult to resist.
The Oeative Arts Building,
scheduled for opening in the fall,
willix'ovide the music and drama
departments their own facilities.
Previously musical programs
were presrated in a lecture hall
designed for large classes.
Dr.
Arthur
Moorefield,
chairman of the music depart
ment said, "The faculty is
pleased to have a facility
designed as a recital hall with
acoustics especially suited for
musical presentations."
Admission to "Four Saints in
Three Acts," is $1.50. Tickets are
now on sale through the music
department office, between 8
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Free tickets will
be avnilahle tv T^ildrvn nnd
students with identification at the
box office ix'ior to each per From left, Ann Eastnian, Anna Urbanek, and Corrine Soto look for a fourfli
formance.
act in their costumes. The girls will be appearing in "Four Saints in Three

Riverside-San Bernardino N.O.W. presents

Acts" on June 4 and 5.

Gl Bill advance pay cut
GI Bill students seeking a
money advance at the start of
school should review the new
Veterans Administration
payment procedures that become
effective June 1. This advice was
given by John G. Miller, Director
of the VA's Los Angeles Regional
Office.
Miller said the advances are no
longer automatic. Students must
request the two-month advance
through the school. The request,
plus the school's certification of
enrollment, must reach the VA
one month before the start of
regular school registration.
Veterans planning to attend a
school with registration in
September should apply for
advance pay in July. This will
allow for any small delay in the
school certifying the enrollment
to the VA.

Mission inn Spanish Art Gallery
MBiiay, June 3,1977 8:00 p.m.
Refreshments and Entertainment

$5.00 donation
Tickets now on sale at the
UCR Commons Desk or call 688-3481

A FUNDRAISER

HONORING

FOR THE

WOMEN OF

ERA

ACHIEVEMENT
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For students-^o get the pay
advancement, the school must
agree to process the advance
payment and the., student must
have had at least a full calendar
month break between school
terms. For example, a student
ending a term this month would
not be eligible for advance pay
unless he or she were enrolling in
a term beginning after June 30.
The new advance payment
procedures are the result of
legislative action which also
eliminated prepayment of
monthly VA allowances, also
effective June 1. Students
enrolled in June classes will
receive their June payment on
July 1. Subseauent monthly

checks will follow each additional
month of enrollment.
Because of the changes In
payment procedures, students
planning fall enrollment are
encouraged to consider their
budget requirements beforehand.
Students who receive an ad*
vance payment in Septemba,
covering enrollment through ^
October, willnot be eligible for an,
educational payment for their
November
training
unf
December 1.
The new procedures also apply
to vocational rehabilitation
trainees who receive subsistence
allowances from the VA.
Disabled veterans enrolled in
these programs should contact
VA rehabilitation specialists to ,''
discuss feasibility of an advance "I
payment.
Complete information on all VA '*
educational assistance programs
is available from veterans ^
representatives on campus, local j
VA regional offices, or veterans
service organizations.
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News
New editor plans changes
By Pat Mitchell

In late November of 1976, the
PawPrInt received a biting letter

from Sydneye Moser-James
con^laining about the quality of
this paper. Several readers wrote
in to defend the PawPrInt and
attacked Moser-James as sar
castically as she had attacked the
PawPrInt. One letter asked,
"Has some non-descript person
emerged from the grease pits to
respond?" Moser-James coun
tered with, "...non-descript or
not,Ihave emerged, not from the
grease pits, but from the
chemistry labs, although it could
be argued that there is a close
resemblance."
Other letter writers wondered
if she could do any better.
PawPrInt Editor, Jim Austin,
appointed Moser-James as
Managing Editor and she has
been working with the PawPrInt
in that capacity since January,
1977. Duri!^ that period, MoswJames has definitely emerged, to
the horror of some and the delight
of others. Last month, the
Publications Board selected
Moser-James as the Editor-inChief of the 1977-78 PawPrInt.
When asked about the overall
objectives of the PawPrInt for
next year, Moser-James exidained that the campus paper
must so've the needs and in
terests of the campus. Campus
activities and campus news will
have first priority at all times.
"We will be utilizing a ix-ess
service, but it will be a college
press service and will supply
material about other colleges and
college related issues as well as
good quality cartoons."
"The emphasis of the paper
will be very positive.Irefuse to
buy the attitude that this is a
dead, dry campus - that nothing
is happening here. We have an
excellent school and have a great
many events and programs that
should be of interest not only to
the students and faculty, but also

the community. Better coverage
We will also be carrying more
and reportir^ of these events
information about other, less well
should drastically increase the
important
recognized but
interest in campus activities.
campus areas. For example, who
With the positive approach, we
knows what's going on in an
will not shy away from issues
thropology. economics, or
sociology
besides persons
that need investigation, but we
should be able to present all the
majoring in those areas?"
views, rather than one-sided
The new PawPrInt will have a
approach and will be able to point
much different appearance. With
out measures that are being
the semi-magazine format, there
taken
to
improve
such
will be a cover which will utilize
either a single photo^aph or
situations," she explained.
When asked what changes she
graphic which in most cases, will
had in mind for next years'
relate to the major feature story
PawPrInt, Moser-James said
in tiie issue. The format will
that she had given a lot of thought
include usage of variable column
to what could be done to improve
widths, more photographs,
the present PawPrInt. "I finally
esthetic use of white space, and
new type styles. According to
decided that instead of trying to
work within the present format,
Moser-James, the layout will be
the only way to go is to throw
much more attractive and will
everything out and start over
avoid the jumbled, cramped
from the top. We will be taking an
appearance of this year's
entirely different approach and
PawPrInt. For the first time, the
the PawPrInt will be quite dif
PawPrInt will be employing a
ferent from anything that has
person to work exclusively in
ever been published on this
layout and design.
Accompanying the new layout
. campus. The format will be
and des^ will be an upgrading
similar to the UCR student paper,
of the quality of the copy. "There
the Highlander."
Moser-James went on lo ex
isn't much point in having a
ix-etty paper with cheap copy,"
plain that next year's PawPrInt
wiU be longer, 16-20 pages. "The
Moser-James said. When asked
how she planned to accomplish
semi-4nagazine style used by the
tiiis, she indicated that she feels
Highlander is more feature
the PawPrInt will be in a much
oriented. We will have to have a
greater focus on news than they
better position to be more
..selective the
have. The Office of faaUtutoflfdand photographers.
Research on campus did a survey
"We will be setting much
in the spring and one of the
higher standards for acceptable
questions had to do with where
copy. Ihope to be able to work
the students got their information
very closely with the journalism
about what's happening on
instructor and the journalism
campus. Sixty-five percent of
class. We will also be having bi
those surveyed indicated they
monthly staff meetings with
received that information from
required attendance by staff
the PawPrInt. Since much of the
members. These meetings will
publicity concerning campus
involve brainstorming for new
events has been quite poor,Ifeel
it is of utmost importance that
ideas, and a reviewing and
we continue to px'ovide that kind
critiquing of our own work.Ialso
e]q)ect to be able to have a guest
of coverage. In fact, we will be
speaker who is involved in the
eiq>andii^ the coverage of cer
field of joiu-nalism coming in at
tain types
of activities, par
least once a month to critique and
ticularly Music, Drama, and Art.

ASB President Kevin Gallagher surveys a student body.

0ve us pointers. This will serve
as a type of inservice education
and training for all of us and can't
help but improve the quality of
the paper," Moser-James said.
Less obvious but of equal im
portance will be changes in the
internal operations of the
PawPrInt. "Right now, if a
student works with us for a
couide of quarters and leaves and
wants to work for some other
newspaper and needs a reference
from us, the best we can do is say,
* 'Who the hell is Joe Blow?' We
will have a set of personnel files
that will list all of the things the
student has done with us and will
give some indication of his-her
dependability and ability to meet
deadlines. This will become a
part of our permanent records,"
accordir^ to the new editor.
The PawPrInt will also be
going to a new bookkeeping
system and will expand their
business and advertising affairs.
The services of outside con
sultants will be contracted when
necessary to have an efficient
business operation.
When asked about the quantity
of opinion material that has
appeared in
this
years'
PawPrInt, Moser-James said
that there will be a drastic
reduction in the amount and a
change in the tj^ of opinion
' "matarioli She r ^plainad -4iaat
opinion materialis important and
tos a place in a well-ordered
paper but feels that opinion
material in a campus paper
should focus on campus issues.
"If you want opinions about
national issues, read the SunTelegram or other community or
national papers," she suggested.
"ASB will be getting more
coverage and we will have a
reporter at the Faculty Senate
meetings
and
other
ad
ministrative or senate ad hoc
committees dealing with issues
that affect students. This should

photo by Kerry Kugelman

provide more than enough
material for a regular, but short,
editorial. The purpose of
covering such meetings is not to
be seeking out material to
criticize per se, but to act as a
student watchdog and to make
every attempt to keep students
informed of the implications of
issues that can have dramatic
effects on their academic
careers," she said.
Moser-James is looking for
more staff persons. The positions
of Photo Editor and Design and
Layout have been filled: Kerry
Kugelman andMark Wronski will
be serving in those positions,
respectively. Still opeh are
positions for an Associate Editor
and a Business and Advertising
Manager. "I would really like to
have an Associate Editor who has
a good strong journalism
background, especially since my
own journalism background is so
limit^. Tim Hamre, who has
been working as our Business
Manager and doing excellent
work, in addition to writing good
copy is definitely under con
sideration • for one of those
positions but the final decision
will not be made until the end of
the quarter. We will definitely
need more photographers and
reporters. Also, persons in
terested in picking up a few extra
dollars can do so by selling ad
vertising."
Persons interested in any of the
above positions should contact
Sydneye Moser-James in- PS-22.
The Business Manager and
Associate Editor are salaried
positions. Ad sales are paid on a
commission
basis,
and
photographers and reporters are
paid per printed item.

'Bald Soprano'
will play here
lonesco's "The Bald Sofrano,"
directed by Dan Eggleston,
senior drama major will be
presented here tomorrow and
Thursday, June 1 and 2.
The public is invited to attend
the free performances at 8:16
p.m. in the lower floor of the
Commons.
lonesco (S'lginally wrote the
play as a comic piece about a
manual he had when he was
trying tolearn English, explained
Eggleston. "He was impressed
by the trite phrases and it
brought home the fact that people
don't communicate. They live in
their own heads."
"The Bald So|*-ano" is the first
play by lonesco, one of the initial
avant garde writers.
Faculty advisor for the
production is Dr. Amanda Sue
Rudisill, associate {x-ofessor of
drama.
The cast includes Karen
E^leston of Ai^le Valley; Mike
Padilla, Riverside; and Ann
Boden, Morris Ridgeway and
Dona Southworth of San Ber
nardino. All are Gal State
students.
Also in the cast is Eugene
Morse, a student at San Ber
nardino Valley College.
Eggleston also is from San
., Bernardino.

Ml
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News
student participation dumped from Coliective Bargaining Biil

In an uneiq)ected setback, the
lai^uage providing for student
involvement in Collective
Bargaining that was included in
AB 1091 was amended out of the
bill before being passed on by the
Assenbly Committee on PuUic
Em{^oyees and Retirement.
AB 1091 by Assemblyman
Howard Berman, Democrat of
Beverly Hills, provides for

cibuective Bargaining for em
ployees of the California State
University and Colleges and the
University of California. In
cluded in AB 1091 was an ex
tensive and comprehensive
section that ix-ovided for student
involvement as a non-voting
representative. "This language,"
said Scott P. Plotkin, Legislative
Advocate for the California State

University and Colleges Student
Presidents Association
(CSUCSPA), "had been ham
mered out after extensive
negotiations covering a two-year
period. Some members of the
Committee felt that the language
was unworkable, even though it is
the most soj^iisticated student
involvement language in the
country."

Those voting to remove the
student
language
were:
Assemblymen Paul T. Bannai,
William A. Craven, Carmen
Perino, and Assemblywoman
Carol Hallett.
"It is our intention," continued
Plotkin, "in accordance with the
CSUCSPA and its policies to do
our very best to return this
comprehensive student amend-

Concert Bond unearths Bach
The recently-uneai thed music
of P.D.Q Bach, who was perhaps
not quite as talented as tte other
members of the Bach family, will
be featured in the Cal State, San
Bernardino BandConcert Sunday
afternoon, June 12.
Pieces
by
better-known
musicians such as Meredith
Willson and John Philip Sousa
will also be played.
The public is invited to attend
the free hour-long concert at 4
p.m. at PS-10.

The Concert Band director, Dr.
Arthur Moorefield, chairman of
the Music Department, will
conduct P.D.G.'s composition.
Guest
conductor
Larry
Roberson will direct Sousa's
"Semper Fiedelis," highlights
from "The Music Man" by
Willson, and selections by Jaime
Texidor, Caesar Giovannini and
Clare Grundman.
Roberson is band director at
Eisenhower High School in Rialto
and a lecturer in music at Cal

State.
The composition by Bach,
"Grand Serenade for an Awful
Lot of Winds and Percussion,
Tastefully adapted to the Modem
Concert
Band
by
Peter
Schickele," has four movements:
"Grand Entrance," "Simply
Grand Minuet," "Romance in the
Grand Manner," and "Rondo
Mucho Grando."
Preceding the playing will be a
brief
talk
by
Professor
Moorefield.

Newfers inyited to INTRO '77
Students attending CSCSB for
the first time will be invited to an
(»-ientation ix'ogram — INTRO
'77 — introducing them to Cal
State on September 23, 1977.
Returning students familiar with

the campus are needed to work
on faculty-student teams as peer
counselors with groups of 10-15
incoming
freshmen.
The
program willcommence at 8 a.m.
and continue until about 5 p.m.
Soda! activities

[banned for the evening.
If you are interested in participatir^ in this iM*ogram, drop
by the Activities Resource
Center, SS-143 and pick up an
application.

Admission: FREE

' 'Last Tango In Paris
•

Friday, June 3

99

8:30 p.m.
Rated X

"A Clockwork Orange"
Friday, June 10

6 &8:45 p.m.

Rated R
sponsored by ASB

campuses of the California State
University and Colleges. If
student involvement is not in
cluded in a Collective Bargaining
bill that solidifies and makes
more rigid the governance
processes in our system, then ail
student organizations will be
returned to the dark ages when
the students had absolutely no
say in the affairs of the colleges
or universities."
The bill will be heard next in
the Assembly Committee on Ways
and Means where the students
will make a strong stand.

HS teachers/staffers recruited
The Career Planning and
Placement Center announces
that a representative from
Whittier Union High School
District will be on-campus
Monday, June 6,1977 from 9 — 11
a.m. to discuss employment
opportunities for the 77-78 school
year. This will be an informal,
drt^in session (app^totments

not required) in Student Services
Room 171.
Vacancies are anticipated for
counselors, assistant principals
and teachers of health education,
English, math, band, industrial
arts and foreign languages. All
qualified secondary candidates
are invited — bilingual and milticultured applicants are en
couraged to attend.

HS Drama Workshop here

Movies
PS-10

We feel that these program
notes are necessary because
some of the instruments in the
Bach composition are n(^onger
available to the modern concert
band, such as the dill piccolo,
which will be replaced by the
smog horn," Prof. Moorefield
says. ^

ment language back to AB 1091 or
we will use every resource that is
available to us to kill the bill.
Student involvement in Collective
Bargaining is an extension of the
student involvement in gover
nance committees on each of the

Approximately 150 students
from 10 inland empire high
schools will take part in an allday drama workshop here, June
4.
Each school will present a 20minute scene, to be critiqued by a
panel including Stuart Campbell,
San Bernardino Valley College
drama
instructor;
Colin
Cameron, Cal State graduate in
drama; and Bruce Bilson,
television and film director.
Dr. William Slout, Cal State
professor of drama, will be the
moderator.
The workship will begin at 8:30
a.m. in the Fine Arts building.
Included in the day's program
are luncheon in the cafeteria and
a tour of the new Creative Arts
building.
Dr. Amanda Sue Rudisill, Cal
State associate professor of
drama, who is in charge of the
workshop, says, "The purpose is
sharing, not competition. The

presentations are a means of
exchanging
different
philosophies of theatre."
High schools participating are
Bloomington, Corona, Palm
Springs, Fontana, Ferris, Rim of
the Wwld, Eisenhower in Rialto;
Pacific in San Bernardino; and
Ramona and Rubidoux in
Riverside.

Lost day to
cleor lockers
The last day to clear lockers in
the PE Buil^g is June 22. All
lockers must be cleared by that
date. Items (clothing, shoes, etc.)
left in lodt^s af.^r June Zl will
be held for two (2) weeks and all
unclaimed items after July 5 will
be donated to charitable agen
cies.

So long, folks!
This will be our last Issue of
"The Weekly PewPrint" for the '76-77

academic year. See ya In September!

The PawPrInt Staff
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Fea tares
Beach Boys book evaluated
Jim Austin

It is highly characteristic that
while our Music Department
focuses its attention on its mcn'e
esoteric concerns, it requires
someone from the English
Department to lead the way in
making today's music the subject
of academic discourse.
This was accomplished by
Prof. Bruce Golden in his UtUe
book on "The Beach Boys" (The
Borgo Press, 1976). That
academecians should be con
cerned with such matters has
been amatter of some dispute. At
least one individual in private
conversation has described the
Beach Boys as music "for the
^norant masses."
While that term may be
justified by peq}le's collective
behavico' at times, what they do
and why has long been con
sidered a proper area of study by
other academic disciplines.
Culture, after all, refers to the
people's way of life. However,
what is commonly called
"culture" are remnants of a
previous age. It has little to do
with where people are at
nowadays.
Golden's book focuses on one of
the major rock groups of the
early and mid sixties. It brings
back a lot of memories of what
was going on at that time. Bet
ween discriptions of various
Beach B<^s albums, he discusses
the situation of rock 'n rolland its
audience at the time the albums
are released.
Sometimes
his
general
descriptions lead to certain ex
pectations which are not fulfilled
when he gets into details about a
specific album. On page 31-2 he
says, "California was the
promised land of America's

westward trek. Now, however,
other factors were surfacing
which threatened to warp that
.dream into a caricature of itself.
Occultism, ecology, fads, drugs,
hallucinogens, and cults of all
kins swept middle-class youth,
creating the hippie and peace
movements, and engineering
mass alienation of an entire
generation,"
What follows is a description of
the single, "Good Vibrations,"
which is somewhat of a letdown
from the quotation above. "The
new pastoral landscape suddenly
being uncovered by the young
generation provided a quiet,
peaceful harmonious trip into
inner space," etc.
Sometimes Golden's
descriptions
get
rather
hackneyed and cliche-ridden: (p.
27) "But where the music suc
ceeded, for a short time anyway,
in becoming experimental and
even challenging to the buying
public, society as a whole backed
off from any radicalchanges, and
seemed to settle down into more
rigid behavior resulting in
widespread disenchantment and
disappointment." — A pat
statement which can be and has
been made about many periods of
music, art, etc.
In his comments on the lyrics of
the Beach Boys' songs,Isuspect
that some condensation is in
volved in his attributing of more
into the
words than are really there.
However, the insight and in
formational content of the
"Beach Boys" are not to be
denied. Ni^icking aside, it is
particularly valuable for those
individuals (like me) who are not
into rock. 1 myself was unaware
that the Beach Boys were doing

MEChA says
Gracias"
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the CSCSB MEC3iA
Organization, I would like to
express a few words of thanks to
all individuals and organizations
that suppcs'ted and contributed to
this year's MEChA activities.

A special thanks to the ASB
government, the IOC council, the
EOF Department, the Common's
Management, the Audio Visual
staff, the PhysicalPlant staff, the
Lady of Guadalupe Church
Council, the Los Padrinos
Organization, the EL CHICANO
Newspaper,
and
to
the
PAWPRINT staff for con
tributing their most welcome
assistance.
Unas palabras de gradas to the
following students: Hope,
Virginia, Delia, Stella, Yolan^,
Cecilia, Martha Romero, Shelly,
Anita, Shirley, Maria Deharo.

Grade, Alberto, Alonzo, Pancho,
David Delatorre, Rosalio, Larry
Montanez, Fred, Martin, Jubo,
Terry, Art and Becky Milward,
Amelia S., to the horaeboys of
Calecia Arturo y Miguel, and to
many individuals who con
tributed their time and effort to
the Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan.
A special gesture of gratitude
to the MEChA President Aurora
Rangel Sanchez.
A sincere tiiankyou
to our
MEChA advisor Judy Torres for
outstanding support and^her
never failing encouragement.
And finally a thankyou to all the
C^B students for their support.
MEChA Public
Relations Committee
Rodolfo E*inon
Arturo Lopez
Miguel Figueroa
Los Camales
de Bronze

AVALON HILL. S.P.I..
T S R.. 1-2400 SHIPS.
DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS. MICRO-ARMOR. FANTASY FIGURES
....ALSO MILITARY MINIATURES. REFERENCES. AND ADVICE
TUC CI ICII I CD 3701 MERRILL AVENUE. RIVERSIDE
InC rUolLICn
784-1570, 10-6 WEEK, 10-5 SAT.
"YOUR HOBBY IS OUR BUSINI SS. SO WE DO IT RIGHT"
lif A DP A MCC

WAnuAMES

much of anything after 1965 as
they seemed totally eclipsed by
other rock groups. Only recently
have I been hearing anything
about them, mainly as the result
of the current nostalgia thing.
Various changes in style of
rock, over the last decade and a
half which people were only
vaguely aware of at the time, are
discussed and examined. First
there was the '60s where an in
dividual singer or rock group
could start an entire nationwide

fad, which was precisely what the
Beach Boys had done with sur
fing. Golden relates that he's
"been told by college students
from those days that one would
often see carsin themidwest with,
surf boards bolted to the
of
their roofs; it didn't seem to
matter that they were a thousand
miles frcnn the nearest ocean...'
Then around '65-'66 things
started getting serious and at
times, politicized. "The days of

having 'Fun, Fun, Fun' are
drawing to a close, not just for the
Beach Boys, but for American
culture as a whole." (p. 25) By
1972 even the Beach Boys get
political as ecological themes
ai^}^r in their music as well as
jadWce to student activists to
"Cool it!"
While the book doesn't go very
far into why such changes were
taking place, "The Beach B(^s"
would make a good starting place
in any future efforts to answer
such questions.

Judicial Rep explains actions
Editor, PawPrint
On April 22nd, upon my
recommendation, the executive
cabinet unanimously impeached
Dennis Harper, then graduate
class {resident. My reasons for
asking for Mr. Harpers im
peachment were these:
Mr. Harper had the hi^est
absentee rate c^ any of the of
ficers and qualified for removal
from office under by-law No. 2
sec. 3 which states: "A member
of the Executive Cabinet who

fails to sutoiit an exceptable
excuse for three (3) absences
during his or her term of office is
subject to impeachment, public
censure or both. Five (5) ab
sences from regular meetings
excused or unexcused by a
member of the executive cabinet
during hiaher term shall also be
subject to the above action."
Mr. Harper, although not
showing up for meetings still had
to be counted in as a member of
the executive cabinet when

determining quorums, thus
making it harder fw the cabinet
to reach a quorum. OnMarch 21st
Isent Mr. Harper a letter having
not received a reply a month
laterIhad no recourse but to ask
for impeachment. There were no
personal feelings involved in this
decision, moreover my actions
were purely governed by
business matters.
Jeff Baker
ASB Judicial Representative

Bartholomew Higgins
conclusion
and Cash McGill

Snakepit Jack, wanted for
murder and horse stealing,
imagined many taies oetaiiihg
his future, but never had he
imagined himself bound and
gagged on the porch of the
Sheriff's office in Northfield,
Minnesota, on July 2nd in 1901
with a hood tied over his head and
a note pinned to the hood over his
nose that read: This man is
Snakepit Jack. He's a killer. I
hate him.
Nor did the deputy on duty that
night ever imagine himself an
swering Snakepit's bound boots
banging against his office door.
But the deputy double-checked. It
was Snakepit Jack, all right. Two
webbed toes, one extra finger on
the left hand, a scar that ran like
the Nile from Jack's nose to his
navel, and one blue eye and one
brown eye. Snakepit Jack defied
impersonation and mistaken
identities. The deputy nodded
repeatedly due to the over
whelming evidence confirming
the identity of this unimagined
visitor as none other than
Snakepit Jack, himself. He
locked Jack into a cell.
"Somebody hates you that
much, damn if Iknow why they
didn't just shoot you," said the
deputy.
"J'm goona kill that boy!"
raged Snakepit ungagged.
The deputy walked back to the
office, scratching his nodding
head. Snakepit Jack, unbound
and fuming, scratched his Nilelong scar.
On the morning of July 3rd,
1901, the Sheriff of Northfield,
Minnesota, received a telegram
requesting that Snakepit Jack be
transported by armed escort to
Minneapolis immediately. The
telegram also warned of trouble
enroute from
Snakepit's gang.
"I didn't know that Snakepit
had a gang," said the Sheriff.
"Hell ifIknow why they didn't
just shoot the son of a bitch," said
the deputy.

"And how fee hell does MinneapoUs Imow
'we:-ten
them that we got Snakepit Jack!"
"Somebody hates that man ...
damn."
"That's all of it!" C^sh had
said two months before Snakepit
Jack mysterioudy aopeared at
the doorstep of the law in Northfield, Minnesota. "That's the
nlan! Grab Snakepit Jack and
rob the First National Bank on
the Fourth of July? Bar
tholomew, don't you think we
might flesh it out some."
Before dawn broke on the
Fourth Bartholomew unlocked
the rear door of the First
National Bank and walked in.
Cash, guns drawn and cocked,
followed Bartholomew inside.
"How the hell did you get that
key?" saidCash above a whisper.
Bartholomew pulled a folded
leaf of paper from his vest
"What's that?" said Cash.
"The combination to the safe,"
said Bartholomew.
Only two deputies remained in
Northfield to celebrate the
Fourth. The Sheriff and three
others escco-ted Snakepit Jack to
Minneapolis, wary of Jack's
gang.
The same astonished deputy
who had discovo^ Snakepit
Jack gift wrapped on his doorstep
remained in Northfield, and
before dawn on the Fourth
discovered two horses hitched
behind the First National Bank.
One h<x'se he had never seen
before. He felt i^tive — a
massive, roan stallion — a horse
that big be would remember. No,
he had never seen a h(n'se that big
before. The roan must be a
stranger in town. Odd that it
should be hitched behind the
bank.
Cash
deftly
perceived
movement on the dark and
desolate street
"S<aneone's outside the bank,"

he said quietly. .
• The deputy remained intrigued
by Northfield's large newcomer
hitched behind the bank. He
decided to have a closer look.
"There's a deputy's found our
horses," said Cash.
Bartholomew eased open the
door of the safe and painlessly
filled a tailored burlap sack wi&
fifty thousand dollars.
The deputy admired the
Winchester .44-.40 and the sawedoff shotgun bolstered to the roan.
C^sh bolstered one gun and
quietly drew a knife from his left
boot.
Intrigued and bewildered by
tile armed roan the deputy ab
sently continued his patrol,
minding the big ho-se from the
corner of one eye. When he
passed the rear door of the First
National Bank he automatically
fisted the knob to test the lock.
The door fell (^nin his hand like
his arm had gently slipped from
its socket.
Before the deputy could
manage his gun C^ash laid the
barrel-end
his on the deput}''s
nose.
"Don't," said C^sh, "or you'll
die bloody right where you
stand."
"You're CashMcGill," said the
bewildered, astCHiished deputy,
announcing his third discovery in
two days.
Hollis Haywood ownea the drug
stOTe across the street from the
First National Bank in Northfield, Minnesota. He had
arriv^ home late and drunk the
night of the third and had con
tinued without sleep, quarrelling
with his wife and mother-in-law,
till nearly dawn on the Fourth.
During his absence both wife and
mother-in-law had smashed in
the fireplace his entire collection
of bottled liquor. Rage sizzled
like a heated tennis match until
his mother-in-law, cursing him,
tCwllMiedlopeee1»
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Fea tures

Summer camps offer new, experiences
Editor's Note: Neville Spencer,

associate
professor
of
Mathematics, has spent several
of his summers as a camp
counselor working with un
derprivileged New Ywk City
youngsters. In the following
article, Spencer shares some of
his experiences and feelings with
PawPrInt readers.
By Neville Spencer

' In the Spring of my junior year
in college at the University of
fexas, my ro(»mnate and I
decided we wanted to travel
during the summer. Since neither
of us had travel money, we in
vestigated out-of-state em
ployment oppcrtunities at the
placement
office. Several
summer camps in the Northeast
had c^nings, and, after applying
10 three of them, we accept^ a
job for the summer at Trail
Blazer Camps. They paid $300 for
the summer , enough to pay our
travel expenses, and we had no
room and board expenses.

The camp accepted kids from
New york City and brought them
to the forested area of Northwest
New Jersey for a month at a
dme. The camp served boys and
girls from 9 to 16 years old. They
were formed into groups of eight
or nine and, with two counselws,
lived in a semi-family unit under
^nvas shelters in the woods.
When my roommate and I
arrived, we started two weeks of
intensive training. We learned
woodsmanship skills, outdoor
cooking, how to deal with
oehavior problems, and much
more. We woke at 7 a.m.
;sometimes earlier) and worked
until 10 or 11 at night. It was
axhausting, but there was so
much to learn. Even at the end of
the training period, I felt ill
prepared and anxious.
By the day the first campers
were to arrive, I had been
assigned to work with tiie oldest
group of boys (14 to 16 years old)
with a counselor from New

Jersey. Among the first group of
eight campers who arrived that
July was one whom everyone
called 'Big John.' He was almost
six feet tall and weighed over 200
pounds — all muscle. What a
beginning for a new counselor!
The ten of us ^nt the month
together sleeping on cots under
canvas shelters, cooking meals
outdoors, hiking and camping
out. Every night the group of us
gathered around a small can^)
fire to talk, hear stories, and sing
songs. It-was probably similar to
many other camps in some of its
activities, but it was soon clear to
me how much this unique kind of
rustic, self-reliant, family-type
existence meant to these kids,
who lived in the city the rest of
the year. (Many campers return
year after year, and, when they
are grown, perhaps married and
with their own family, return to
camp as an alunmi.)
During a three-day break in
mid summer and after camp, I

Science & HealtK

Vegetarianism
is healthful, efficient
By David K. Hendricksen
Part two of a series
Vegetarianism.

of

In addition to the inefficiency
meat production, there are some
other very compelling reasons
for consuming less meat. Factcrs
usually listed include health
considerations such as the
suspected link between a diet
high in saturated fat and heart
disease, chemicals found in meat
antibiotics
and
including
pesticides, and the possible
correlation between high dietary
fiber and low colo-rectal cancer
rates.
To expand on these topics, the
chemical known as cholesterol is
found only in foods of animal
origin. None ispresent in foods of
plant origin. In addition, animal
foods contain fats which are
highly saturated as (^posed to
plant foods which contain
primarily unsaturated fats.
Many experts believe that the
devel(^ment of artherosclerosis
is furthered by diets high in
chol^terol and saturated fat, and
thus recommend reducing
cholesterol intake and achieving
a saturated to unsaturated ratio
of 2-1. This, of course, is quite
easy on a non-meat diet.
In the late 1940's, American
Cyanamid found that a newly
discovered broad spectrum
antibiotic, chlortetracycline,
when added to the diet of young
chickens, increased the growth
rate. Thisled tomuch researchin
this area and, by 1971, sixteen
drugs were licen^ by the FDA
for this purpose. After all this
time, however, we still do not
understand the physiologic
mechanisms for this increased
efficiency of feed usage, but we
do know that humans are being
exposed to these antibiotics, at
very low doses, and to their

metaboUc breakdown products.
Cellulose is a form of car
bohydrate for which human
beings do not have digestive
enzymes. Thus it passes through
the system and does not add
calories but does supply bulk
which aids in the elimination
process. While animal products
are essentially void of fiber or
cellulose, plant foods are a good
source and thus supply tiiis
important component to our
diets. Also, some cancer
researchers now believe that
diets high in fiber result in a
lowered incidence of colo-rectal
cancer. Such belief is based on
epidemiologic investigations
comparing diets and the oc
curence of that cancer.
A final health advantage is the
impossibility of contracting
animal transmitted diseases.
Illnesses such as beef and pork
tapeworms and brucellosis are of
no concern to vegetarians.
Finally, let's consider whether
non-meat diets can supply our
daily nutrient requirements.
Protein? Yes, especially with
proper combinations of plant
foo^. Carbohydrates? Easily.
Fats? Yes, and they are
primarily unsaturated. Minerals
and Vitamins? Yes, but just as
with any diet we need to be sure
that we are selecting foods which
supply all of these recognized
nutrients. With a little knowledge
and planning, this is quite easy.
For
example,
blackstrap
molasses on a volume basis,
contains morecalcium thanmilk,
more iron than eggs, is a good
source of most B vitamins and
minerals, and is the best source
of vitamin K.
The most commonly cited
possible deficiency is vitamin B12 which, indeed, cannot be
supplied by eating only higher
plants. Neither plants nor

animals can synthesize vitamin
B-12, only microbes can. Meat is
a good source because microbes
living among the meat fibers
produce B12.
In India, vegetarians eat
seaweed, the slime of which may
be rich in B-12. Some African
tribes eat soil abundant in B-12
producing microbes; but in most
parts of the world, a strict.
vegetarian diet should be sup
plemented with fortified yeast,
commercial soybean milk, or B12 itself. Diets containing milk,
cheese, and eggs, can supply the
five
micrograms
daily
requirement.
Well, it's time to quit for this
year. By popular demand, (I was
asked by Sydneye), T will be
doing this again next year. Enjoy
your summer.

"Roots"... (CenUnuwl Irampag* i)
trade. There was also no mention
of criticisnr among those
questions that were selected for
Haley to answer.
Haley's talk was sponsored by
the Black Council for Unity and
the Associated Students In
corporated" of C^l Poly, Pomona.

STUDENTS
GOOD FOOD « BEER
BURGERS — CHIU
HOT DOGS —SOUPS
POOL TABLES — GAMES

CMLOREN WELCOME

THE WOODEN NICKEL
842 KENDALL DR.
883-4317

had an opp(»'tunity to see New
York City with some newly made
friends. After the summer,Iwas
physically and emotionally
extousted, and swore that it was
more thanI could endure again.
But as my next and final year of
college was about over, I found
myself wanting to return.
I went back tiie next summer
with more pay and an op
portunity to help with the precamp training. Since that second
summer,Ihave returned several
times over the years to help with
pre-camp training and once as
head counselor of the boys' camp.

I was there two years ago and
everything, even the pe(^le, were
there virtually unchanged. Most
counselors, once having spent a
summer there, find themselves
drawn back. It is a remarkably
rich experience.
This ^ring the camp directors
are looldng for good counselors.
They offer mwe pay and better
opportunities fco* school credit
now. But the camp operations
and spirit remain unchanged.
Anyone interested in more in
formation, please call me in my
office (Ext7373) cw drq) in to talk"
in BI110.

Clover's C o r n e r
By Clover C. Sheepcorn 111

Hi Bubba!
As yall know I've been after
tiiis here school to start some
kind of water conservation
program. They sure showed how
concerned they are about water
shwtages during last week's
rain.It really teed me off,Icame
to school and they had those old
^rinklers turned on while it was
a pouring down rain. Ain't that
just what you would expect from
a college that would name a
building "Creative Arts" and not
put the Art Department in it???
^}eaking of creative arts,Ijust
couldn't believe the front page of
last weeks Paw Print where they
talked about the Student Senate
and the big debate about whether
they should appropriate money to
the Drama and Music Depart
ments, especially the Music
Department. I quote: "The ob
jecting senators felt that a trip by
the Music Department and the
granting of honcx'ariums con
tributed nothing to the students of
the college, whose money the
Senate was spending, except the
Music majors."
Now that's just downright
stupid. I can't believe that any
Senate that can spend $5,039.00 at
the first meeting this quarter on
the following items woidd quibble
about this expenditure.
1. $1,200.00 to send students to
the Regional Model UN meeting
at San Diego.
2. $1,800,00 to MECHA to
sponsor Cinco de Mayo — a
program which mainly high
school students participated in.
3. $1,000.00 to various clubs
which do little if anything for
most of the students.
4. $2,000.00 for miscellaneous
items such as films, special
events, etc.
I'm really interested to learn
how the majori^ of students on
this campus benefited from (or
even attended) the above listed
activities?
Any arguments they might use
to justify these past expenditures
can be used against them at this
point also.Isay, let's fund those
events of the Drama and Music
Departments. If you stop and
think about how many free
concerts the Muac Dqiartment
gives during the year 1 think
you'll agree their request is not
unreasonable. Actually this event
will probably benefit more people
on tiiis canqms than any of the
activities sponsored this year.
These student senators are
gettir^ as silly as the water

a
-

J ^ WiU

conservation problem on this
campus.
I have a few friends who are
starting a new minority group wi
this campus. It's called "lefthanded people." Their slogan, rf
course, is equal rights for leftys.
Their immc^te goal is to get.
left-handed desk chairs in the
classrooms.
Speaking of water con
servation, again, members of the
Art Department who use the art
rooms on the weekends are really
beginning to feel the pinch
because the school locks the
bathrooms on the weekends.
Fortunately for them there's a
p(X'table potty near the half
completed
Health
Center
building, or they would have to go
behind the bu^es.
The following rumors are
floating around the Art Depart
ment.
1. All students who were scared
to take any classes offered by
that certain teacher who didn't
reci^nize the color red, can now
start taking her classes because
she's finally beginning to believe
it is a color.
2. If the Administration keeps
turning down the Art Depart
ment's requests to paint a mural
on that dull drab concrete library
building, they may find it painted
at student expense.
Since I'm talking about the Art
Department I should like to
mention that I tried to enter my
art work in the student art show
but tirey wouldn't let me. They
said it was because my works
look like Rembrandt's and
anything that looks that realistic
ain't allowed.
In closing I would like to
mention, to the relief of most of
you that next week is the last of
my articles. I won a Harvard
scholarship for journalism and
will be heading there soon.
However, for my last colume I
would like to ask all Seniors that
are graduating this quarter (or
anyone else) to send in what you
want to will your friends who are
left behind. If you decide you
want to, make it one or two lines,
printed or typed and adress it to
Clova* and drop it off at the
Paw Print Room located in the
Physical Science building on the
low^ level. If you're a ni^
student or no one is there j^
slide it under the door. Jut
remember to ke^ it clean, after
all, I do have a reputatiM) to
maintain.
BYE!
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Be a Part of

Something Exciting

Applications are now being
accepted for the following
positions with the 1977-78
PawPrint
Associate Editor
Salary $3 5/lssue
Should have some course work or experience in journalism: must be
able to edit and clean-up copy; proofread and write copy; make some
managerial decisions.
--

^

. u.

-

i-

Business and Advertising Manager
Salary $75/month
plus 20% commission
Should have some course work or experience in business; and ac
counting; must be able to maintain simple bookkeeping system and
keep accurate records of all transactions; sell advertising and train
others to do so.

Reporters-Photographers
Feature Writers

These positions are paid per printed entry. Please submit sample of
writing or photography with application.

Advertising Salespersons
20% commission
For more information and applications, contact Sydneye Moser-James
in PS-22, 887-7497 or 686-2768
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Intramurals
Softball round-up
Monday
league
By Ray Milland

The rain seems to like to fall on
Mondays, or at least it seems that
way. For the second Monday this
season, rainhas interruptedplay.
-This further aggravates the poor
intramural coordinator, J. Long.
{As if he doesn't have enough
troubles.) A double header will be
scheduled for next Tuesday.
The playoffs in this league
begin soon, and promises plenty
of excitement. All six teams have
qualified for the playoffs, and
there are no sure favorites. One
of the league's strongest teams is
the Homers. Lead by Dennis
Mendoca and Jim Given, this
team has beaten the two strong
contenders inthe league: the Bad
News Pears and SuR)ly and
Demand.
Leftfielder Dewey and second
baseperson Martinez give them
solid defense, and to top it off,
they've got Margo Hendricks to
inspire them all! (Relax Margo.)
This has to be the team to beat!
The Bad News Pears follow
closely behind. This team boasts
that immortal outfield of Wright,
Nelson and Bilson, Morris
Ridgeway and Marty Christian
give them a solid infield, with
Harvey, Evenson, Nina and
Gliternick giving them offensive
punch. Don't take them too
lightly, they can steal the show.

Classifieds
Wanted: female to share large
house with enclosed backyard.
CaU: Gloria, 882-2887, or 882-1600.
FOR SALE
Schwinn Continental 10 speed
$85.00. You wanna try smd tell it from
new&

Defending Cindo de Mayo
diamps. Supply and Demand
has a good outside chance at
taking the playoffs if everyone is
healthy and present. This team
has been hit by injuries, and will
have to hope that Ed Vickers,
Debbie Porter, Steve Schlahta
andMike Potepan canlift them to
victory. Other potential offensive
threats are Yvonne Dix and Mary
Varner.
The Tokay-Arrowhead bunch is
another team that can't be
overlooked. After falling to
Sui^ly and Demand, they have
vowed victory. They have the
talent to do it, with Captain Ivan
Glasco motivating his players
onward to victory. Outstanding
players include Doris Roach,
Anita Martel and Resse Tuatoo.
The infield has Pam Langford,
Rudy Covamibias, Ron McGee
and Kay-Kay Jernigan, giving
them one of the best around.
Don't take them too lightly.
Dianne's Demons are the real
long shot to take this league.
They have the talent and
potential to go all the way but
have run into a river of in
consistency. Dan Reed, Bob
Browski and Dave Runner give
this team most of its hitting, with
Jackson, Bloecker and Acosta
contributing strong play. This
team is not to be forgotten.
Be sure to catch the action for
the exciting finish of this league,
Mondays at the softball fields.

Friday
early
By Ron Takeucfii

It was a bright, shiny Friday
afternoon last Friday when the
Softballs and Bionic Bailers took
the field. Unfortunately for the
Softballs, dark skies and
menacir^ clouds soon appeared
on the horizon. The Bionic Bailers
simply dominated play from the
pre^ame show, coasting to a 20-3
romp of the Softballs in only 4
long, disastrous innings.

Firstbaseperson Stan Foreman
and leftfielder Ed Vickers {5 for
5) led the Bionic Bailers' strong
offensive attack, which combined
for 27 hits. Rudy Covarrubias,
Greg Baker and Ivan Glasco
(The Bionic String Bean) all
played exceptional games in the
field and at bat, to give pitcher
Yvonne Dix her first victory of
the season. The Bailers just
couldn't do anything wrong,
shutting down the softball
defense time after time.
The Softball offense just
couldn't get rolling in the game,
having potential rallies cut down
by the Bailer defense, fine play
by Softball's second baseperson
Karl Acosta and shortstop Hector
Guzman kept the game from
getting too far out of hand. If the
Ricks broUiers could have cut
loose maybe the Softballs could
have generated some offense. Al
Masiello had a tough time with
the sun and wind in center field,
but declaredhe'llbe ready for the
(dayoffs this week.
Bionic Bailers
SonofaPitch
80 per cent All Meat Wieners
Softballs
Undecideds
LosCagapalos

4-1
3-2
3-2
2-3
1-4
0-5

Snapping back from a two
. game losing streak, the mighty
professors. Son of a Pitch, blew
the 80 per cent All Meat Wieners
away 18 - 8. The faculty team
inspired by the good weather and
fans romped all over the poor
defenseless
dormies
from
Mojave. Bob Blackey, (theBronx
bomber), led the Son of a Pitch
explosion with 4 hits including
one home run that was tape
measured at 623 ft. Bob "Big
Stick" Stein added to the carnage
with his own huge bat and glove,
stamping out the Wieners' hopes
for victory. The Wieners were
more than impressed by the SOP
defense, with Doc Wagoner and
Bill "the Lip" Ackerman chased
down everting hit anywhere.
Ernie Vincent had a great day
for the Wieners, collecting 5 hits
and playing flawless defense, but
wasn't enough to qfaei the fiesty
faculty team. Slim Garcia had a

1973 AMC Gremlin for sale. Auto
matic U'ansmission, good mileage,
49,000 miles. Call after 4 p.m.,
245-2043, Victorville.

Jobs
The following part-time jobs are cur
rently on file in the C^SB Place
ment Office (SS-122). All listings are
off-campus and availatrie immediately
unless otherwise noted.
Custodial assistant, on-campus,
4:30 - 7:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.,
$2.60/hr.
Student assistant, on-campus,
8-11, Kion.-Fri., $2.60/hr.
Student assistant, on-campus,
must be good typist, full time summer
work, $2.60/hr.
General office (typing) San Ber
nardino, full time July 1 - Sept. 30.
$5g2/Month, Must be freshman or
sophomore.

Sandy Carter (center) presented the coveted "golden arrow" to the
winners
of
Cai-State's
Archery
Piayday,
May
18.

home run in the losing cause. The
loss brought down the egos of the
dormies, but you can be sure that
they'll be ready for the playoffs
next week.

Friday
late
By Carlos Calcium

Only one game was played in
the Ni^t Owl League Friday,
with Faculty No. 1 barely edging
the Newts 20-6.
The Newts jumped off to a
qBick 6 run lead through the early
innings. Sandy Pederson was
ixtching a brilUant 2 hit shut out
imtil the third inning, when it
happened. The professors picked
up Pederson's rhythm andrallied
to tie the score 6-6 in the bottomof
the inning.
Both teams didn't score in the
5th. Th^ the inevitable hap
pened, as the Newts' defense
slowly fell apart with Pederson
watching helplessly. Faculty No.
1 scored 14 runs in the last two
innings to take sweet victory
away
from those psychotic
Newts. CHark Mayo, the league's
all-star third basemen, led
Faculty's 20 hit attack followed
by Paul Esposito's two home
runs.

Larry Kramer and Bob Senour
also helped pace the awesome
faculty attach. The tight Faculty
defense lead by shortstop Bob
Lee and outfielders Joe Moran
and Dennis McGinnes shut out
the Newt offense for the last four
innings.
"Wild Bill" Osborn, Sonia
"Boom-Boom" Moss and Mr.
Clutch himself. Stew Ellins lead
the Newt offense throughout the
game. Fine defensive play by
shortstop Dave Kantorowitz and
the blue-gloved wonder, Darly
Butler kept the game as close as
it was.'
As the tensionmounted through
the first 5 innings, tempers flared
and occasional fights broke out
and repeated flurries of name
calling ("You sissy! When are
you getting your Ph.D?? Aw...")
errupted. But as the beer was
passed around, things mellowed
out andhalf the Newts fell asleep,
giving Faculty the victory.
Betty's Boys and Wrroong botn
won by forfeit, advancing them to
the playoffs.
Betty's Boys
Wrroong
Faculty No. 1
Swift Socks
Newts
Nosrep Elpoep

5-0
4-1
2-3
2-3
1-4
0-3

Supply and Demanii
cliallenges all
Psychology or Administration
departments get togeth^ a team
Supply and Demand, Cal
strong enough to beat the hi^y
State's current Cinco de Mayo
talgnte'd followers of Smith,
champions are gloating success.
Ricardo and Keynes?
In fact, they welcome any other
New additions to Supply and
department to put a team
Demand make this team even
together to try and stop their
stronger than ever! For their
mean machine!!
outfield they have signed free
But alas, does any other
agent Hammer'n Joe Janczyk,
department in this sdiool have
capable of hitting the ball clear to
the taloit that Economics has?
Riverside. Jumbo Jim CJharkins
Gan the History, Drama, Music.
and Tower'n Tom Pierce give the
economists that extra marginal
punch that may make them
unbeatable!
Goach Moss feels that thisis the
stror^est team he's had the
pleasure to be in charge of, and
feels that no other deparbnent
can come up with a team capable
of beating them. With the ad
dition of fireballing pitcher
Kaoru "l^itball" Takata, Supply
and Demand indeed looks Wr
beatable.
Anyone
interested
in
diallenging the Ginco de Mayo
diamps should get in touch with
the Eonomics Department Ext.
7279 (If you aren't scared...) and
leave a message for eitho- Drs.
Janczyk, Moss or Gharkins.
Economics majors or possUile
Economics majors are welcome
to join in on the carnage, and are
also encouraged to visit the
Economics Department or get in
touch with a prof, so that he can
photo by Joe Long
play.
Does any other department
have any balls?? (Softballs.)
By C. M.
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Intramurals
IM roundup
By Wuthnot P. Woodhaven II
Tennis

At thispoint in the tennis action
it's hard to tell who is stillplaying
and who isn't. As a matter of fact
it's even hard to tell who has ever
played.
This year's action has seemed
more like an elimination bout.
Jeff Ricks and Jaime Swolinski is
possibly the only team left in
con4)etition.
At press time this fact wasn't
verified, but knowing Jeff Ricks,
ttie team of Ricks and Swolinski
will still have difficulty winning
the event.
Women's Basketball

The Soulettes and Who Knows
are fitting it out for the three on
three title.
Ellen Brewster (S) and Diane

Bloecker (WK) seem to score at
will while Cathy Jackson (K) and
Debbie Wade (S) control the
boards for their respective
teams.
This quarter's play is winding
down to a final battle between
these two powerhouses (?) of
womoi's basketball. Come out on
Tuesday at 3:00 p.m. and see all
the action.
Volleyball

Kay Williams, S.K.I., Christine
Hay and whatever along with the
Free Radicals are fitting down
to the wire for the championship.
This quarto's competition has
been real successful with a great
turn-out.
Jimmy "the Freak" tells me
fiiat SKJ is going all the way.
Steve Kim, Joe Ainsworth and
Kay Williams, you guys will look
good in the T-shirts.

Coming up...

Novelty
Relay

First and lost Bor-B-Que held
By H. Schytt

Horseshoe
Playday

By Greez Pitts

By H. Schytt

The time is qearing!
Yes, June 1 is nearing. That is
the day of the prelims of fiie
Novelty Relay.
Teams can be seen practicing
all over the campus. Mike
O'Qara in his wagon, Mike
"Alum" Shaffer and others are
polishing their skills for this
prestious race.
So, don't be left out of this big
event. Contact J. C. Wright for
furth^ details.

Comir^ \xp (beep-beep) vei7
soon (possibly June 1) is this
year's Horse^e Playday.
Before you can throw the
horseshoes you need to take them
off the horse. (Someone told me
to say that; it's not funny).
Anyway, come on out and try
your luck, skill or whatever.
Contact Sandy Carter for further
details.

Photo by Joe Lono

Cal-State students enjoyed some good outdoor cookin' on May 21.

On Saturdiay, May 21 the ASB
Sports Committee held their
First andLast annual Bar-B-(3ue.
A Softball double header
against Roger Hocking and his
Arlington Intramuralies was also
held before the bar-b-que.
The games were*fun and close.
There was thought of post
poning the games because of
artificial rain as there were
sixinklers on in left field.
Ivan "Drip" Glasco and J.C.
"All Wet" Wright switched off in
left field and seemed to enjoy the
bath they got immensely. Rumor

has it that Ivan didn't want to
play left but his fellow "dormies"
put the pressure on saying that it
was about time he bathed.
It would have been interesting
if all of the teams showed up.
Tbey would have all had to.play
under the" "artificial rain."
Woody "the Groundsman" and
his computerized sprinkler
system put a damper on the day's
event.
Michelle Houl received the
almost-purple T-shirt of valor as
she broke her arm (in two places)
for the ol' game. As she played
third base during the second

game an Arlington player hit a
line shot at her ri^t arm. At
press time it is reported that she
is recovering well.
Roger Hocking along with his
team had a "freebie" meal after
the games and all seemed to
aijoy the day. As for the bar, the
big thrills were had by watching
Marilyn Goldstein split buns.
There wasn't what you would
call a large crowd, but it was
festive and gay (?).
It was Mike (ie) O'Gara's last
bar-b-que and it was a shame
more people didn't attend.
Shame, shame.

Postponed...

Swim Meet
By F. Lipper
Neptune, lost the battle with
Mother Nature on May 25, the
scheduled day for the Aquatic
Extravaganza (swim meet).
Because of bad weather the
swim meet had to be postponed
until June 8. This will give you
time to polish your swim
techniques and practice your
specialty whether it be the dog
paddle, innertube race or
whatever.
Abdul Cousteau has been
tirelessly working out the
wrinkles in his 1,000 yard race,
while Moby Dick has been "big
splashing" around.

Missing!

Did You. Know That
?
Ten (10) of your Softball gloves
have been reported "missing in
action" and are presumed to be
stolen this quarter?

So because of all this extra time
you have to practice and prepare
for this event you have no reason
not to be there.
Remember, the date June 8.
There is only one event left
besides this one for ypu to win
yourself a bona fide Cal State
Coyote T-Shirt.
Don't get left out of the water!

Golf
results
Big Bill Assiker 80, won this
year's Coyote (Hassle with stiff
competition from last year's
winner Walt Oliver 81.
After Ben and the "Boys from
Dover" boycotted this year's
play there was an opening for Bill
to pull through to victory! (She's
back.)
If you missed this year's event,
you better practice up for next
six-ing's gowlf classic!

The game went on in spite of the "artificial rain" (sprinklers).

fnoTo by Jo« Lone
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Bartholomew Higgins and Cash McGill
(eerrtiniMd frompae* S)

followed her sobbing daughter to
the bedroom and slanmied the
door. HoUis said nothing. He felt
his bonesknotted from anger. His
throat lay parched as a desert
shoe. He would need a drink and
left to fetch another bottle from
his drug store.
Half-snorting angry gulps of
Scotch from the violated virgin
bottle at his lips Hollis emerged
from the store. As he gasped for
air while the bottle awaited its
second slug Bartholomew
emerged from the rear door of
the bank with the tailored burlap
sack slung over his shoulder.
"You're Black Bart," said the
bewildered, astonished deputy,
more prolific than Columbus.
"And you have a gun on your
nose," said Bartholomew with a
smile.
"Someone's across the street,"
said Cash.
Recovering from the pleasure
of that first long shot of Scotch
HoUis noticed three men standing
.icross the street in the dawning
shadows beside the bank. One
fiian held a gun on another man's
nose. He recognized the man with
the gun on his nose.It was Deputy
Ike.
Hollis broke the bottle of
Scoich, scampering for the
-sanciily within his drug store.
"We been made," said Cash.
"I^l's get the hell out of here."
Cash buried the toe of one boot
inLo disarmed Deputy Ike's groin.
The poor deputy toppled to the
ground.
Bartholomew iried to mount
hastilv with the burlap sack still

slung over his shoulder but his
horse shyed.
"Rein that damn animal," said
Cash, mounted and ansious to
ride.
Before Bartholomew could
steady his horse Hollis Haywood
erupted from his drug store,
wielding two double-barrel
shotguns. He fired instantly and
aimlessly, and blew a hole in the
roan's neck.
Snakepit Jack did have a gang,
an indistinguishable group of
fellows lurking in ambush behind
a' big rock between Nwthfield
and Minneapolis. When the escort
and Jack approached the big rock
the gang lept from their cover
and rescued their leader with
little gunfire. Two deputies lay
wounded as the Sheriff scram
bled in pursuit of Snakepit Jack
escaping with his gang — Northfield had a reputation to
uphold. The only unbloodied
deputy rode hard for the Mar
shal's office in Minneapolis.
"We never sent you a
telegram," said the Minneapolis
Marshal, casing the winded
young deputy who had arrived in
a flurry.
"What?" said the deputy,
withering on the Marshal's desk
chair.
"And Snakepit Jack doesn't
have a gang," said the Marshal.
"Never has."
"What?" said the deputy
again. He would have asked more
but did not know where to begin.
The Minneapolis Marshal sent
a wagon for the wounded deputies
and dispatched two of his own

deputies to accompany the
winded, unbloodied deputy back
to Northfield.
Cash placed three quick bullets
geometrically
in
the
storekeeper's face as the roan fell
to the ground. But the bulk of the
dying animal pinned him down
and the impact of the fall
disarmed him momentarily. His
gun dribbled to the wall of the
First National Bank. Bartholomew unslung the burlap
sack and let the reins slip from
his hand.
But his efforts to free Cash
were only half completed when,
grimacing and bent like a right
angle. Deputy Ike lunged toward
faceless Hollis Haywood and the
two silent shotguns.
"Shoot that man, Bar
tholomew," said Cash, observing
the deputy's anguished ambition.
Squatting like a broken chair
Deputy Ike leveled and fired, but
Hollis had hastily left one
chamber unloaded and the
hammer fell meekly against
nothing. Click.
"I've never shot a man
before," said Bartholomew
staring down the click from the
empty chamber.
"Blow his goddamn head off!"
insisted Cash as Deputy Ike
reached for the second shotgun.
Bartholomew drew his .45.
Deputy Ike fired, but Hollis had
left another chamber unloaded
and the hammer unobtrusively
^id, "click," as before. The
instant Bartholomew squeezed
bullet from his gun Deputy Ike
discovered Hollis Haywood's

Upstate New York cemeterjl
second loaded chamber and blew Fog thick as mucus and damp a
Bartholomew apart at the knees. a cold sweat. Maybe it's rainini
Deputy Ike stabled over the 1 wander among rows of carelea
storekeeper's body with a bullet keeping. Reminds me of my j<ik
through his chest.
on the line, though Idon't kno«
"Ibeen hit," said Bartholomew why. I lijht a cijarette. Ashe
staring at the bloody confusion are not inappropriate here.Igra
that had become his legs.
sardonically. In better spirits 1
Cash wrestled himself free of might have laughed aloud,
the dead roan.
though softly.
"Just a scratch," said Cash
1 stop at the foot of a grain
hoisting Bartholomew's ragged bearing no particular distinction
torso across one shoulder.
I read the inscription on th
"Grab the sack," said Bar
headstone. I recaU my grand
tholomew.
father's bushy white mustach
"We figured those shots were
blending with the words of even
just some kids celebrating the
tale he ever told me. The in
Fourth a little early," said the
cripU'--'. reads:
i
winded young deputy who had
C. McGill
i
survived a second gun battle on
1862 — 1926
the outskirts of Northfield. "Then
Drove New York City's
five minutes later this rider
1st Motorized Taxi
i
comes hell bent out of town,
Cab in 1910
!
reining another horse with a man
A story my grandfather neve
tied to the saddle and a damn lot
mentioned.
of blood on that saddle.
Suddenly my back is accoste
"We don't really see him until
by a voice muttering just audibly
he's already fired a couple of
"Did you know Charlie?" tb
rounds and one of us is dead. I voice inquires.
pull my gun but get shot in the
An old man, narrow an<
hip. My horse spooks.Ifall. When
wizened, stands behind m;
I'm finally ready to shoot I see
supported by a cane near^
the second deputy catch a bullet
thinner than himself. We ei
in the throat.
change subaqueous glances in th
"I fire twice. 1 think I shot his
fog. We seem to be con
gun loose, which is why I've got
municating.
this knife in my leg. One whole
"Charlie . . .?" 1 begin slow|
side of my body starts burning
but the old man interrupts m
like a furnace, llienIpassed out.
"Helluva note," he say
"Hell, if you ask me, ol'
"meeting a friend of Charlie's i
Snakepit Jack's got a gang
such a day as today."
smarter and meaner than Jesse
I begin again and am |
James ever did.
terrupted again.
j
"Hell ifIknow which way they
"Ain't it just one helluva no^
went . . . "
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